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perfect blend
A CRAZY YEAR AHEAD
– BUT ALL GOOD!
UPCOMING EVENTS
MAY
✓ 23rd - 24th May
International Bakery Technology
Conference, Campden BRI,
Gloucestershire
JULY
✓ 15-18th July
IFT18: Chicago
Stand #S4044

Well I have this feeling that this is going to be a massive year for Kudos
Blends! Not only from the sales side, but with some big investments planned
plus a total re-brand and with it a launch in time for IBA in September.
As I write, we are nearly a third of the way
through the year and have sent pallets to
three new destinations – India, Philippines
and Peru. So our quest for a ‘healthier cake
eating world’ is happening; our potassium
bicarbonate wings its way to the four corners
of the earth. So exports are increasing nicely,
but it’s the UK where we are gaining the
most traction. Sales are booming thanks to
the activity of our super sales team which
has created a lovely problem of demand
being so tight that production is struggling
to keep up with it. The factory lads all came
in to work despite the snow, not one of them
stayed in bed for the day and most recently
they have been giving up their weekends
to complete overtime to ensure none of
our customers are let down. I really do have

the best team in production - hardworking,
loyal and committed. I can’t ask for more!
In order to keep pace with our sales, we
have some significant investments planned
on site. The first one is due for completion in
early May, with a new packing machine and
all the ancillaries required that will ensure
we keep up with demand and have spare
capacity. Later in the year we will build a
new, enormous warehouse on site to cope
with our ever growing stock position which
will mean an efficient system on site with
goods-in being separated from goods-out.
My reckoning is that by September when
this is completed, we will be investing in
additional production capacity so planning
the expansion is critical. Altogether
we expect to spend in the region of
£1.5m on site.

As we are expanding, we are busy recruiting
for production operatives, laboratory staff,
bakers and sales people. I hope we have
enough desk space?! All this is good for the
local community and I hope we bring more
local people onto the Kudos team.
Running alongside the expansion plans is
our major marketing project. As the techy
world becomes ever more important, we
need to position ourselves with a good
website, good supporting sales literature,
and enhance our ratings on Google through
the use of news feeds and social media.
For me, this is a massive learning curve as
I don’t even do Facebook! The re-brand is
well underway for a launch in September so
watch this space for a new look Kudos Blends.
This, together with some re-classification of
our products and some strong brand names
registered internationally will position us
ready for world dominance in creating
healthier baked goods.
Dinnie Jordan
Managing Director

What’s NEW at Kudos?
JAMES YOUNGMAN
APPOINTED FINANCE
DIRECTOR

PHOSPHATE
DETERMINATION
IN BAKED GOODS

James’ professionalism and
leadership together with his
financial abilities led quickly
to the appointment as FD,
just one year after joining
Kudos. It is an extremely
positive appointment at
a time when the company
is investing heavily to
meet the demands of its ever growing sales
in both the UK and exports.

Are you using the correct
amount of baking powder?
Our clever technical team have
successfully created a method
to determine the levels of
phosphate and baking powder
in finished goods. This is a great
advance in analytical chemistry
to assist both our customers and
our bakery.

GOSSIP
CORNER

Bananas for
Potassium
Steve Jordan (Dinnie’s brother) is bananas!
He’s determined to help Kudos in their
bid to get people eating potassium by
supplying bananas to Morrisons here in the
UK from his residence in Costa Rica.

Get Britain
Standing
On your feet Kudos team!!! Friday 27th
April. Make sure you don’t wear high
heels (including our Matt Ayres – yes
Matt you were spotted!!) http://www.
getbritainstanding.org/

SODIUM
ALUMINIUM
PHOSPHATE
REPLACEMENT
The EU restricted the use of
SALP in based goods in 2014 and
there seems to be a growing
trend globally for its removal as
a leavening agent. The Kudos
chemists believe they have
something different and totally
novel and are in the process of
rigorous testing before a launch
in September. Watch this space!

On the grapevine…
POTASSIUM BASED INGREDIENTS
GET THE GREEN LIGHT
“The potential benefits of using
potassium based sodium replacers to
help reduce sodium in foods outweigh
the potential risks”. This was the
conclusion of the long awaited report
by the Science Advisory Committee and
Nutrition (SACN) and Committee on
Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer
Products and Environment (COT).
Food producers now have viable options to
meet the government’s sodium reduction
targets, in products where previously it
would have been difficult or impossible.

The UK average daily potassium intake
is 2380mg, well below the World Health
Organisation’s recommended intake of
3510mg. By increasing potassium levels in
processed foods, manufacturers can take
a responsible step towards improving the
nutritional profile of their products.
For the full report:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/sacn-cot-statements-onpotassium-based-sodium-replacers

POTASSIUM FOR
HEART HEALTH

So why is potassium good for us? Potassium can be a secret weapon when thinking of heart health, managing
blood pressure and improving systems in the body. At the moment reducing sodium seems to get all the
attention, but increasing potassium is just as important and the great thing about potassium is that it assists
with excretion of sodium.

In a process known as the sodium/potassium
pump, these electrolytes work together in
the body, moving sodium out of the cell
and potassium into the cell. This “pump”,
the moving back and forth of these two
electrolytes, is an essential part of how our
cells function. It plays a critical role in nerve
conduction, fluid, acid and base balance
as well as energy production. Having the
correct balance of sodium and potassium
relieves pressure in veins, arteries and
capillaries therefore lowering blood pressure
and improving overall heart health.
An imbalance starts to occur because many
diets are typically much higher in sodium
than potassium, which causes inefficiency
in our system. Ideally these two electrolytes
work hand in hand, but we overload
ourselves with sodium and don’t balance it
with potassium. This imbalance has led to
the World Health Organisation (WHO) listing
potassium as one of the world’s shortfall
nutrients. The U.S has already made steps
to improve awareness, including mandatory
potassium levels on their food labels.

So what can we do about it? Potassium
is naturally present in vegetables such as
potatoes, bananas, cabbage and avocado
but processed foods form a large part of
consumer’s diets in this busy, modern day
world. The report from SACN concluded
the potential benefits of potassium based

alternatives to sodium ingredients which
is positive news and with our PELL K low
sodium baking powders incorporating our
potassium bicarbonate, Kudos can deliver
potassium to all cakes and bakery products.
One scone made with PELL K-Rise can
provide 7% of our RDA. Every bit counts!
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Spotlight
James Youngman, Finance Director
How long have you worked at Kudos?
18 months.

What is your all-time favourite film?
The Wolf of Wallstreet.

What does your job entail?
Every day is different, but I am ultimately
responsible for the company’s finances,
management of the finance department
and working with other departments in
order to support financial planning and
promote strategic growth.

What is your karaoke song?
New shoes by Paolo Nutini.

What is your career highlight?
I have two - coming top of the world in
one of my accountancy exams and being
appointed as FD at Kudos.

If you were stuck on a desert island, what
three things would you bring?
1) iPhone for communication, music, torch
and navigation. 2) A boat. 3) Beer!

What do you like most about your role
at Kudos?
The breadth of the role and opportunities to
add value outside of pure finance, such as in
Operations with our expansion plans and in
marketing with our upcoming rebrand and
new website.

What are your hobbies and interests?
Cooking, running, downhill biking and playing
pool. And drinking!

Where/when would you go if you had
a time machine?
I would travel forward a week to find out
the Euromillions numbers. Alternatively
I would travel back to when my parents
were young and see what they were up to!

If you could invite anyone, who would
you invite to a dinner party?
If this includes people who are no longer with
us, then my late father. Just to have one more
dinner with him would be something else.

What was the last book you read?
Life and Laughing: My Story by
Michael McIntyre.
How do you like to spend your
time off?
Holidays to warmer climates –
Cuba and Cape Verde.
What is your baked good of choice?
Maple dip doughnuts from Tim Hortons.

the

chemistry
behind

baking
ABOUT KUDOS BLENDS

TECHNICAL CENTRE

Kudos Blends provides bakers with technically driven raising
agents that optimise the quality, texture, taste and shelf life of
baked products.

Kudos Blends’ on-site technical centre, comprising of a test bakery
and laboratory, provides the facility to test and evaluate the
performance of all ingredients with customers’ recipes.

Combining chemistry with baking, Kudos Blends is leading the
worldwide development of alternative baking powders for the
production of healthier baked products.

It is here that ongoing developments in ingredient technology take
place, bringing new ideas to an ever-changing market requiring
new initiatives.

We offer a wide range of raising agents, including KUDOS™
Potassium Bicarbonate and the PELL™ range of baking powders.

Kudos Blends is proud to be Grade ‘AA’ certified against the British
Retail Consortium (BRC) for food safety.

If you have any questions or would like to chat about our products,
please don’t hesitate to give us a call on +44 (0)1299 271 333.
Kudos Blends Limited
Old Station Business Park, Cleobury Mortimer, England, DY14 8SY
Tel +44 (0)1299 271 333 info@kudosblends.com www.kudosblends.com

